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Abstract: There are multiple interpretations of quantum mechanics, 2 most famous interpretations are Copenhagen
interpretation and many world interpretations. Copenhagen interpretation fails to explain the mechanism behind wave function
collapse and many world interpretations avoid collapse by adding infinite branching worlds. Goal of this paper is to provide
alternate interpretations which explains mechanism behind collapse using finite pre-existent unreal worlds. All quantum
weirdness can be narrowed down to few postulates, if we consider every particle has a dedicated address in event horizon,
every address has its own dedicated spacetime fabric, particles will have its projected shadows on other space time fabric and
whenever there is interaction between true particle and other shadow particle, new address is assigned for both interacting
particles and instantaneously all projected shadow becomes void. We perceive universe from collapse perspective only when
particles collapse and new address are assigned, thus giving an illusion that we live in one universe but its result of interaction
of multiple worlds. From new postulates we were able to explain how one of the entangled photons can decides other photons
path in Wheeler's delayed choice experiment and thus helps us to removes problematic retro causality speculation to explain
the phenomenon observed in this experiment.
Keywords: Quantum Mechanics Interpretation, Wave Function Collapse, Superposition,
Wheeler's Delayed Choice Experiment

1. Introduction
We will assume below 4 postulates to be valid for new
interpretations and later each postulate will be proved valid
based on existing principles and observation and help us to
better understand these observation or principle from current
interpretation.
1: Every particle has a dedicated address in event horizon.
2: Every address (irrespective of information stored or not)
has its own dedicated spacetime fabric.
3: Particles will have their shadow (replicas) on the rest of
the spacetime fabrics of other addresses.
4: Whenever a true particle interacts with a shadow
particle, they get destroyed and create into new information
(particles) with a new address and all old associated shadow
particles disappear from other spacetime fabric and new
shadow is projected on other spacetime fabrics.
Below we will try to prove why the above points are valid
and thus helping us to understand the true mechanism behind
working of Quantum mechanics.

2. Every Particle Has Dedicated Address
in Event Horizon
2.1. Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is the amount of entropy a
black hole must be assigned to comply with the laws of
thermodynamics [1]. The black-hole entropy is equal to the
ratio of the black-hole area to the square of the Planck length
times a dimensionless constant of order unity. [2]
Figure 1 describes illustrates how information is stored in
the event horizon of black hole, a quantized surface area
holds the information about particles inside black hole and
As per black hole cosmology model also called
Schwarzschild cosmology or black hole cosmological is a
cosmological model in which the observable universe is the
interior of a black hole. Such models were originally
proposed by theoretical physicist Raj Pathria, [3] and
concurrently by mathematician I. J. Good. [4]. From
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Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and Schwarzschild cosmology
we can conclude that every particle can have a dedicated
address in the event horizon.

Figure 1. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is the entropy to be ascribed to
any black hole: one quarter of its horizon area expressed in units of the
Planck area.

3. Every Address (Irrespective of

Information Stored or Not) Has Its
Own Dedicated Spacetime Fabric
Special Theory of Relativity
Minkowski diagrams are an extremely useful aid to
visualizing how coordinates transform between different
reference frames, it depends on velocity of the particles. 2
events may appear to be simultaneously to one observer but
may not be simultaneous to another observer [6], this is
explained well using Minkowski diagrams. For each observer
(we will consider it as a particle for simplicity) it would
appear they are still, and other particles are moving and other
particles time (frequency) varies as per its velocity. Particles
feel they are at rest and other observers are moving because
their own address remains the same in its own spacetime
fabric, but shadow particles projections keep changing.

2.2. Entanglement
When particles are entangled, they cannot be considered as
individual particles, they are considered as inseparable
entities. We need to consider other particles to describe one
constituent fully. The state of an entangled particles is always
expressible as a sum, or superposition, of products of states
of each particles. When the entangled particles decohere
(when a measurement is made or particle interacts with
environment) entanglement is broken [5]. particle
information is stored in the event horizon and maximally
entangled particles are inseparable means these particles
share the same address in the event horizon and as entangled
particles can move in different directions means it should
have its own spacetime fabric.
Whenever a measurement is made (by detector) on any
one particle or when particle interacts with any other
particle, there is interaction between the true particles
address with the shadow particle address of detector (other
particle) or vice versa, wherever particles interact they get
assigned to a new address which is associated with the
address where they interact, and thus now detector (or other
particle) and particle becomes entangled (having address
close to each other or same), other particle which was
earlier entangled with old particle before measurement gets
assigned new address based on location in same spacetime
fabric where interaction occurred. Now as both old
entangled particles are having new addresses these particles
are not entangled any more, whenever a new address is
assigned instantaneously all other spacetime fabric gets new
shadow particles with new states. Thus, this interpretation
even explains why particles are entangled and how
measurement of one particle directly gives us information
about other entangled particle (s) even if they are separated
by huge distance and thus proves that every particle has
dedicated address in event horizon

Figure 2. Minkowski diagrams showing measurements as seen from frame S
"at rest"with un primed, rectangular axes, and frame S' "moving with v > 0",
coordinatized by primed, oblique axes, slanted to the right; the second
picture shows frame S' "at rest"with primed, rectangular coordinates, and
frame S "moving with −v < 0", with unprimed, oblique axes, slanted to the left.

In Figure in first figure (b) we see Minkowski diagrams
showing particle S frame of reference (at rest) with respect to
S’ frame of reference, which is shadow of S’ particles on S
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frame of reference and other figure (d) illustrates S’ (at rest)
with respect to S shadow particles frame of reference from
above figures we can say that particles are not sharing same
spacetime fabric, hence we can say each address will have
different spacetime fabric and each particle having its own
spacetime fabric also give provides reasoning behind lack of
an absolute reference frame [7].

4. True Particles Will Have Projections
on the Other Spacetime Fabrics
Addresses
Superposition
Quantum Superposition states that, any two or more
quantum states can be added together (superposed) and the
result will be another valid quantum state; and conversely,
that every quantum state can be represented as a sum of two
or more other distinct states. Mathematically, it refers to a
property of solutions to the Schrödinger equation [8].
Particles can exist in different states like they can be in
different positions, have different energies or different
speeds. Particles are thought of as existing across all the
possible states at the same time. This means that a particle
can be in two places or more places at once [9]. However,
once a measurement of a particle is made (position or energy
is known), the superposition is lost and now we have a
particle in one known state.
A particle wavefunction is the sum of all wave functions
for each address (true address and shadow address),
whenever a shadow interacts with other shadows, they don't
collapse the wave function but get super imposed which
results in superposition. As true particle shadow is projected
in all different fabrics of space for different addresses but
each shadow can evolve to have slightly different states
compared to true particle based on its own spacetime fabric
constituents, hence the composite wave function of all wave
functions of each address leads to superposition. Whenever
an interaction occurs new address is assigned, and old
shadow disappears hence we get information of only one
state. Thus, superposition implies that true particles will have
their shadow (replicas) on the rest of the spacetime fabrics
for other addresses.

5. Whenever a True Particle Interacts
with a Shadow Particle, a New
Address Is Assigned
5.1. Wave Function Collapse
In quantum mechanics, wave function collapse occurs
when a particle is in a superposition (multiple eigen states)
reduces to a single eigenstate due to interaction with the
external world [10]. As explained earlier a particle is in
superposition due to its own interaction with shadow
particles, when a measurement is made, measurement occurs
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in one of the spacetime fabric where a particle is having true
address and detector has shadow address or vice versa,
whenever a interaction happens between particle and
detector, new address is assigned to both particle and detector
which is copied to all other address instantaneously and thus
we get snapshot of particle state at that time and thus giving
us illusion of reading only one distinct state and as the
address is modified all other states of old address becomes
void.
Thus, the mechanism of assignment of new addresses
gives the illusion of wave function collapse. Wave function
collapse is not limited to only measurement it will occur
whenever new address is assigned to particles with new
information. Wave function collapse implies that whenever a
true particle interacts with a shadow particle, they get
destroyed and created into new information (particles) with a
new address for each new particle and all associated shadow
particles disappear from other spacetime fabric.
5.2. Double Slit Experiment
Consider double slit experiment where one electron at a
time is bombarded to double slit, if we do not detect from
which slit the electron has passed through we see interference
pattern on screen [11], this is because electron on each
address may pass through either first hole or second hole and
due to interaction with all other shadow electrons wave
function electron will form an interference pattern when
electron wave function collapses on screen (only one position
will captured as new address will be assigned during electron
and screen particle interaction).
But when we detect an electron from which slit has passed
through we only get to 2 distinct slits and no interference
pattern, this is because when we detect electron from which
slit it has passed though we modify the address of electron
and that address becomes new source of new shadow
electrons, as all shadow electrons are now passing through
same slit there is no interference pattern (when new address
is assigned all shadow electrons vanishes which has passed
through another hole). Thus if we know which path the
electron took in double slit experiment supports assumption
that whenever a true particle interacts with a shadow particle,
they get destroyed and create into new information (particles)
with a new address for each new particle and all associated
shadow particles disappear from other spacetime fabric.
5.3. Wheeler's Delayed Choice Experiment
The experimental setup of Wheeler's delayed choice
experiment [12] is described in detail in Figure 3. An argon
laser generates individual 351.1 nm photons that pass
through a double-slit apparatus (vertical black line in the
upper left corner of the diagram).
An individual photon goes through one (or both) of the
two slits. In the illustration, the photon paths are color-coded
as red or light blue lines to indicate which slit the photon
came through (red indicates slit A, light blue indicates slit B).
As per the experiment an entangled photon (signal photon) is
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detected first in D0 detector and another entangled photon

(idler) is detected D1 or D2 or D3 or D4.

Figure 3. Setup of the delayed-choice quantum-eraser experiment of Kim et al. Detector D0 is movable.

1) If an idler photon is recorded at detector D3, it can only
have come from slit B.
2) If an idler photon is recorded at detector D4, it can only
have come from slit A.
3) If an idler photon is detected at detector D1 or D2, it
might have come from slit A or slit B.
4) The optical path length measured from slit to D1, D2,
D3, and D4 is 2.5 m longer than the optical path length
from slit to D0. This means that any information that
one can learn from an idler photon must be
approximately 8 ns later than what one can learn from
its entangled signal photon.
5) When the experimenters looked at the signal photons
whose entangled idlers were detected at D1 or D2, they
detected interference patterns.
6) However, when they looked at the signal photons whose
entangled idlers were detected at D3 or D4, they
detected simple diffraction patterns with no
interference.
As idler photon reaches D1, D2, D3 and D4 much later
than signal photon reaches D0 there is speculation about retro
causality because detectors D1, D2, D3 and D4 decides
whether we would see interference pattern in D0 or not. Now
as per current interpretation if photon is detected in D0,
signal photon wave function collapses, and it is assigned new
address, new address is also assigned to another entangled
idler photon. When a signal photon is detected in a fabric of
spacetime its partner will be having a path directing towards
either to D1, D2, D3 or D4 on that same fabric of space. If an
idler photon is D1 or D2 when signal photon was detected,
shadow particles of idler photon from both paths would have

already been superimposed and thus detector detects
interference patterns. If during signal photon collapse the
idler photon were headed towards D3 or D4, shadow photons
interacting with the idler will be from the same path and
won't create interference patterns. The collapse of the signal
photon also modifies the address of the idler photon hence
we detect the idler only in one detector and rest of all
possibility vanishes automatically as the old address is void
now. Detector D0 collapses idler photons to select a distinct
path and detectors D1, D2, D3 and D4 detect this path later,
which gives the illusion as if the idler photon decides if
interference patterns can be detected in D0 or not. Thus,
current interpretation removes retro causality from delayed
choice experiment and explains whole mechanism based on
assignment of new address for both entangled photon during
detection of photon in detector D0.

6. Schrödinger's Cat Paradox
Explanation
Schrödinger's cat: a cat, a flask of poison, and a
radioactive source are placed in a sealed box. If an internal
monitor (e.g. Geiger counter) detects radioactivity (i.e. a
single atom decaying), the flask is shattered, releasing the
poison, which kills the cat. [13] The Copenhagen
interpretation of quantum mechanics implies that after a
while, the cat is simultaneously alive and dead. Yet, when
one looks in the box, one sees the cat either alive or dead, not
both alive and dead. This poses the question of when exactly
quantum superposition ends and reality collapses into one
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possibility or the other. The quantum-mechanical
"Schrödinger's cat" paradox according to the Many-Worlds
interpretation [14], every quantum event is a branch point;
the cat is both alive and dead, even before the box is opened,
but the "alive" and "dead" cats are in different branches of
the universe, both of which are equally real, but which do not
interact with each other.
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